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Setting out innovation
guidelines in business:
road map towards a fully
innovating culture
Good progress of our companies and organisations does not only
require good day-to-day management but also developing a capacity
to innovate on a permanent basis and in many areas of
management. In the last ten years an important task of awareness-
raising for innovation has been made and it is now time to devote
our best efforts to implement innovation in an effective manner.
Those not convinced that this is a top priority for any senior
management team and board of directors should leave the task of
forging the future of their company or organisation in somebody
else’s hands who has the commitment and the courage this urgent
task requires.
JOAQUIM VILÀ
Introduction
Over years, our companies have been imple-
menting procedures and structures to improve
what they had been doing so far. Important
progress has been achieved as to regularity, effi-
ciency and productivity. In a global setting this is
currently not enough anymore. A quantum leap
towards new methods in the key result areas of
each company is now necessary. Besides, since
the pace of competitive, social, economic and
technological change is turning obsolete many
patterns that were valid up to recently, it is neces-
sary to renew periodically this key area (product,
service, productivity, processes or the business
model), which means a need to innovate in dif-
ferent areas of management within our compa-
nies and organisations.
The challenge lies in increasing our
capacity to innovate and, if possible,
to do it on an ongoing basis and in
different management areas
strengthening each other.
The challenge is to set up an orderly way of inno-
vating, making headway towards a future of our
choice that shall allow us to overcome current
weaknesses – in the words of Luis Lara, chairman
of Aranco, a Valencia packaging company that
systematised innovation recently, «it is time now
to innovate with method». Besides, it needs to be
done without forsaking the results originated in
good short-term management, keeping day-to-
day business efficiency.
Innovating culture
Innovating means to introduce new ideas to add
value for clients, society and the company itself.
To many companies, relevant innovation is not
the mere introduction of yet another new product
or service. As it is an important subject, especially
for companies manufacturing consumer goods,
this is not enough as this kind of innovation
yields temporary results and advantages that
quickly erode on the market. The challenge lies in
increasing our capacity to innovate and, if possi-
ble, to do it on an ongoing basis and in different
management areas strengthening each other. This
rationale means that it any company or organisa-
tion intending to stay successful needs to push
for a fully innovating culture.
When we think of widely recognised companies
as being innovative we rather think of the likes of
Apple, 3M, Danone, Federal Express, Nokia, Indi-
tex,Virgin, Toyota, Nintendo and BMW. We also
find some examples very nearby: AUSA, Met-
alquimia, La Farga Lacambra, Ficosa,Vertisub, etc.
It is true that there are product categories and
market segments where innovation is easier re-
ceived by clients and consumers than others. It is
also known that small and big companies have
different levers to encourage innovation internal-
ly. However, there are innovating patterns in a
vast majority of industries, both in consumer
products and in industrial and service companies,
no matter if they are public or private.
Innovating companies share a set of distinct char-
acteristics that make them different from the
more conventional ones. From an external point
of view we could say that as users, consumers or
analysts we associate innovating behaviour to
some characteristic features (see chart 1). There
are few chief executives, entrepreneurs or man-
agers who do not wish such values for their com-
pany or organisation. The problem is how to start
the process, direct the efforts and bring about the
commitment to progress towards innovation
when innovation has always been neglected by
many of our companies and organisations.
Innovating means to do things differently from
the past, so experience in more conventional pro-
fessional careers is not very useful as a reference
to innovate.Yet despite a growing awareness of
the importance of innovation, many companies
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still do not make significant progress in this field
or at least do not achieve as much as the increas-
ing requirements of their environment demand. It
is therefore necessary to switch efforts and reduce
those devoted to overall awareness-raising pro-
grammes to the benefit of innovation.
It is now time to implement innovation, to help
companies and organisations learn how to inno-
vate by themselves and to do it in an efficient and
profitable way so the process becomes consoli-
dated and reaches a point of no return. Whenever
an innovation process is well implemented it is
clearly beneficial to the company. This is based on
both empirical work1 and practical experience
from related companies.2
Experience in more conventional
professional careers is not very useful
as a reference to innovate.
When a company enters an innovation process it
usually starts focusing on the key result area that
is most critical according to the strategy it pur-
sues, be it related to products, essential service
aspects or any other business development issue.
In all cases the services a company offers are the
result of putting together multiple functions. As
any area of the company can be revitalised by ap-
plying new ideas and innovation serves multiple
goals beyond competitiveness, the need to create
a setting to which everyone in the company can
contribute turns out soon to be a necessity. Creat-
ing an innovating culture becomes an important
point in the agenda of any senior executive and
many board members.
Change towards
an innovating culture 
According to the most widespread notion of cul-
ture, this term stands for a set of values and be-
liefs, acquired by people during time, that become
facts upon which our business can be built. Edgar
Schein, one of the most renowned MIT academi-
cians thanks to his contributions to this field, un-
derstands culture as a «pattern of basic assump-
tions – be they discovered, invented or developed
by a given group as it had been learning to tackle
problems of external adaptation and internal in-
tegration – working reasonably well to be consid-
ered valid and thus to be shown to new members
as being the correct way of perceiving, thinking
and feeling in relation to these problems.»3 How
to change values and beliefs that have become
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Chart 1. Features of innovating companies
They surprise with creative contributions providing solutions to both traditional and new problems
They are quick in grasping market opportunities
They swiftly change their management focus, especially as to market access
They use multiple ways of creating added-value for clients
They look for an impact on the market on a regular basis
They make the company attractive, both internally and externally
Their people show enthusiasm for their work as well as self-confidence, which they believe will reflect on
results
Innovating means to introduce new ideas to add value for clients, society and the company itself.
basic assumptions to our people? It is quite diffi-
cult to change the people’s mindset.Values and
beliefs are part of people, they are within people
and therefore difficult to change.
There is a good deal of senior managers who
think that the best way of changing their compa-
ny’s culture is to replace people. In their opinion,
changing mentalities requires sacking people op-
posed to change and replacing them by new ones
who are more open towards the new situation
that is to be implemented. Without denying that
there are usually people in high-ranking posi-
tions reluctant to modifying the set order and if
they become true obstacles to necessary change it
is highly probable that it becomes indispensable
to do a selective change of people, the big chal-
lenge for a good manager is to create the condi-
tions to meet the targets counting on the people
they have. It is therefore necessary to mobilise a
majority within the company in favour of an ex-
citing key project for the future of the organisa-
tion – all this by developing people, not replacing
them.
Although it is true that culture translates into a
set of values and beliefs that tell us what is to be
expected from people as well as what is legiti-
mate and permitted to the company, these values
and beliefs of people are the result of an accumu-
lation in time of a given way of functioning in
management.4 Managers, with their daily practice
and their example, that is, with their formal and
informal relations, are telling all the time what
they appreciate and expect from their employees.
The values and the mentality of our people in the
company are the result of the accumulation of ex-
periences they have been making at work.
Clayton Christensen, professor of innovation at
Harvard, comes to a similar conclusion as he as-
serts: «Culture is made up of procedures, or ways
of working together, and criteria shared to take
decisions, used successfully time and over and
adopted as basic assumptions.»5 To change the
culture of our organisations and companies, re-
placing people is not the only and by no means
the best way. Changing the culture requires to
change the way of managing people, and this
means essentially to change the way managers
operate.
The safest way to raise an innovating
culture is to implement management
practices encouraging the intended
innovating behaviour 
This shows one of the biggest shortcomings
many companies have but it also opens up new
opportunities. Implementing specific manage-
ment systems to foster innovation is a much
more solid and safe way than pretending to
change the people’s mindset. Turning around
business culture and making it more favourable
to innovation does not require «a generation»
anymore, nor can we afford to take all this time.
It is urgent to help companies bring about quick
change so they can adapt to new requirements.
The safest way to raise an innovating culture is to
implement management practices (involving pro-
gressively all levels with different tools) encour-
aging the intended innovating behaviour. By
changing the way we manage (in any aspect: the
way we set targets, plan, allocate resources, eval-
uate collaborators, reward, set the degree of ac-
countability and autonomy, manage information,
etc.) we are shaping the culture, be it consciously
or unconsciously, which is the case much more
often.
The same conclusion is drawn when thinking of
highly innovating companies. There are two basic
ways of achieving the distinctive capacity that
characterises them. The first and most obvious is
the culture established as a result of the personal-
ity of a founder (or a reduced founding team)
with a high entrepreneurial spirit. The values and
beliefs of companies such as Apple and Virgin are
intimately linked to the character and action of
their founders. It is impossible to think of Apple
without Steve Jobs nor of Virgin without Richard
Branson.
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The second way is a culture that goes beyond the
founding personality and lasts over time. It can
be said that the values have become part of the
company’s DNA, they have become institution-
alised. Does anybody know who the founders of
companies like 3M and Danone were? Does any-
body know who the top executives driving now
these companies are? Neither is it known nor do
the names as such matter.
The key question is how to develop a
capacity to innovate in a way that it
lasts over time beyond the people who
initially drove it.
The key question is how to develop a capacity to
innovate in a way that it lasts over time beyond
the people who initially drove it. Research made
by myself suggests that the answer to the chal-
lenge of having our companies last over time
thanks to innovation is not hiring any big star
but, much more importantly, implementing a set
of specific managing practices to develop in a
firm and constant way the capacity to innovate,
that is, to institutionalise a management of in-
novation. The great challenge of getting a wide
majority of employees within the company to car-
ry out innovating initiatives in large business ar-
eas requires, rather than a great deal of leader-
ship (which is also necessary being a process of
change), especially abilities to manage and or-
ganise innovation. The latter two are much more
scarce than the first.
If we wish to develop individual and organisa-
tional capacities so the company is able to renew
and regenerate whenever circumstances recom-
mend to do so, it is as crucial to bring about a
mentality change among the senior management
(to get rid of mindsets preventing from seeing
anything different from what brought success in
the past) as to set out a sustained process to im-
plement values, principles and practices encour-
aging innovation increasingly. If they do not be-
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When we think of widely recognised companies as being innovative we rather think of the likes of Nokia
or, in Catalonia, AUSA.
come institutionalised, the founders’ values will
disappear with time and after the entrepreneurial
leader there will be only «burnt reed», as Esteve
Masifern, a great master, mentor and executive,
now professor emeritus at IESE, put it. What will
happen to Apple when Steve Jobs is not around
anymore? Let us just think of the results this very
same company had when John Sculley replaced
Jobs in the beginning of the 1990s.
What do we need to change
to make culture more
innovating?
The previous discussion leads us to the conclu-
sion that a first crucial aspect is to understand
that, in order to introduce effective progress for
innovation into any organisation, the most im-
portant is to focus our efforts not on replacing
people but on introducing management patterns
that encourage and organise correctly an increas-
ing contribution to innovation in the company.
Managing innovation goes far beyond R&D man-
agement and becomes a way of leading people
that binds targets, creativity and employees with-
in tasks far away from everyday business. A com-
pany can only benefit from innovation if it is able
to generate new ideas in line with its goals, trans-
late these ideas into innovation projects and in-
troduce these initiatives into the market effective-
ly. Moreover, the best contribution of innovation
to the successful pursuit of business goals is ob-
tained through widespread ongoing innovation.6
Within this evolution towards an increasing ca-
pacity to innovate, a company will hardly make
any progress without a firm and aware process
leadership. This process needs to pursue and
meet different targets, some closer to the more
traditional way of perceiving innovation, others
rather related to conceiving it as a transformation
process (see chart 2).
To raise an innovating culture, people
need to be mobilised for a programme
for change and the innovation process
needs to be guided by some formal
elements to ensure that targets are met.
Two of the different approaches towards innova-
tion (one as a senior management system bring-
ing an order into the different stages of the
process, another as a system that creates alto-
gether different factors driving the capacity to in-
novate) have been the object of previous works
that have already been referred to. Here we will
focus on a third one that deals with organisation-
al aspects: the responsibilities of management to
change the people’s working methods so as to
encourage organisational and individual capacity
to innovate.
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Chart 2. Required results of a widespread ongoing innovation process7
Generating a project and initiative portfolio as a reflection of the contribution by different areas of
management to the key result areas in the company
Implementing an own tailormade system according to the company’s needs and aspirations and ensuring
the continuity of the process over time
Changing values, principles and competencies of people so there are ever more contributions, both
individually and collectively
Within the evolution towards an increasing capacity to innovate, a company will hardly make any pro-
gress without a firm and aware process leadership.
Innovation requires working with heart and
method. To make progress there, people need to
give their best for the process. Key employees
need to wish and be able to undertake the neces-
sary changes. Senior management therefore
needs to be aware that managing people bears
both hard (formal organisation) and soft elements
(informal organisation). Formal aspects bring
about the fitting and balance between the differ-
ent elements to an organisation (e.g. bringing in-
troduced change in line with the goals) while in-
formal aspects contribute to providing people
with stimuli and freedom where formal organisa-
tion has left gaps (cf. BMW, Danone and Met-
alquimia in chart 1). A clear definition is as im-
portant as enough flexibility.
Raising an innovating culture means changing
management practices in two ways. On the one
hand, people need to be mobilised for a pro-
gramme for change. This is not an easy task since
it requires that people leave their comfort zones
and enter areas they are not acquainted with. On
the other hand, the innovation process needs to
be guided by some formal elements to ensure
that targets are met.
Management of change
towards an innovating
culture
The management lays the foundations of an inno-
vating culture developing and implementing a set
of values, principles and practices taken then over
by employees, strengthening cohesion among the
latter and determining how to make progress in
the new process. The success of cultural change de-
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Graph 1. Management of change towards an innovating culture
The success of cultural change depends on the ongoing and increasing contribution of key players
favourable to innovation.
pends on the ongoing and increasing contribution
of key players favourable to innovation (members
of innovation project teams, employees with ideas
and initiative, heads of departments providing re-
sources, communication facilitators between teams
and departments, support units, etc.). Innovation as
a programme for change is based on four basic pil-
lars so these players keep attached to the process.
These pillars have been proposed by Ghoshal &
Bartlett8 for generic processes of change but they
also apply to innovation.
 Firstly, it is up to the management to raise the
level of ambition in the company and with its em-
ployees. There is no innovation without ambition.
If a company is conformist with the results ob-
tained it will feel no need for introducing changes.
Managers and employees will tend to be more
passive and push for what used to lead them to
success. Active players will feel forceless to chal-
lenge, review and innovate management process-
es and patterns.
 Secondly, the management needs to have trust
in the players participating most actively in innova-
tion. Only if the team members and employees
with initiative feel that they are trusted by manage-
ment will they have the strength to go on trying to
obtain success in adversity. The management can
act on trust through different related values, princi-
ples and practices (cf. chart 1 for examples from
Procter&Gamble and La Farga Lacambra).
 A third pillar in the process of change is a firm
support by management. This support will be nec-
essary to overcome reluctance by those against
modifying the relations and processes innovation
requires. It is also important that the allocation of
resources to innovation is in accordance with its
relevance (e.g. in development, exploration or
training) compared to more urgent and less un-
certain investment alternatives.
 The fourth, last and most important pillar has to
do with unmistakable commitment by manage-
ment towards innovation. If innovation is trans-
formation, senior management needs to satisfy to
its full extent the need for introducing change into
current business practices to make innovation
happen. As long as this commitment exists, inno-
vation will be a priority on the senior manage-
ment agenda and the needs of active innovation
players will be better served. The management
will then fulfil its role (e.g. giving immediate feed-
back to people giving ideas, playing a role in pro-
tecting innovation as project sponsor).
Senior management needs to be aware that the
different players in the company are observant of
how senior executives are consequent with these
rules, adapting their commitment to innovation to
that of senior management.
Procedures for innovation
management
If raising an innovating culture should be the aim
of any senior management team in any company
or organisation, then this effort needs to go along
different complementary innovation management
patterns. Contrarily to the previous sections that
have been focusing on what is to be achieved, the
following will point out how to do it. To this end
two management patterns are introduced that
add to the set of values, principles and practices
of managing action explained so far.
Companies without a longstanding innovation
tradition require different management proce-
dures to push for a fully innovating culture. They
need a pattern to relate high-level goals with
concrete management tasks in areas considered
of big interest. A procedure to clearly define re-
sponsibilities and tasks over the innovation
process is further needed.
Senior management pattern
in innovation
Innovation is a tool to serve a company’s goals. It
can be done in many different ways so it is neces-
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sary to define some clear guidelines for it, other-
wise creativity leads to confusion. Strategic plan-
ning is not done at companies to guide innova-
tion but for other reasons, so a previous effort is
necessary to turn strategic needs into guidelines
for innovation.
The directives or strategic lines serve as a point of
departure to generate creative ideas. It is thus
very usual to hold creativity sessions focused on a
very relevant subject for the company, as is a
strategic line as mentioned, an important prob-
lem or a concrete measurable goal. In all cases,
employees invited to creativity workshops work
on a creative focus linking company targets with
actions at a more operative level.
Innovation can be done in many
different ways so it is necessary to
define some clear guidelines for it,
otherwise creativity leads to
confusion.
Creativity sessions usually generate a much high-
er number of ideas than actions able to be carried
out. The next step is thus to select the ideas that
will become innovation projects. The ideas chosen
have to comply with various criteria that need to
consider different aspects such as the priorities of
the company, the impact on the market, their fea-
sibility, urgency and required resources as well as
some internal aspects in order to reach ongoing
contributions.
The last stage focuses on managing innovation
projects and initiatives. It includes formal aspects
for defining and planning projects as well as or-
ganisational and managerial aspects for adequate
development, going down to reaching the market
and closing the project. In some cases, related to
more complex company structures, there are
mechanisms to widely disseminate the initiatives
generated so as many units from the rest of the
company as possible can take advantage of them.
For instance, IBM Spain has incentives shared be-
tween those generating and those adopting an
idea, and Ikea follows the principle of «take up
your ideas from other Ikea stores with pride and
use them in yours».
In order to be effective, such a general procedure
needs to be adapted to the specifics of each com-
pany. This is a goal that has been pursued since
2000 under the initial drive of public institutions
such as CIDEM and private ones like chambers of
commerce, business associations and technology
centres. In the last eight years, as many as a hun-
dred Catalan and about fifty Valencia companies
and organisations from different industrial, con-
sumer good and service branches have adopted
the procedure to develop and implement an own
pattern for ongoing innovation. At the same time
companies offering additional services have come
up, providing for instance experts in finding cre-
ative radical solutions whenever they were not
generated by an internal procedure or IT plat-
forms giving support to innovation by linking the
different stages of the process.
Implementing the elements
of an organisation to innovate
Innovation is not about doing more (more hours,
more resources, etc.) but about doing it differently.
It is not about willingness to work but a change of
perspective. It is not possible to innovate by ex-
panding what we do in everyday business. Work
needs to be organised in a different way.
Our companies and organisations have created
structures that allow them to do similar tasks on
a regular basis, minimising unexpected events in
a productive way. Innovation moves along totally
opposed rules: it tries to work with new ways of
doing things, pursues surprising solutions open-
ing up new ways towards creating value. In a
word, innovation requires a specific organisation,
different from that ruling daily business.
There are four key aspects to be considered. The
first is the creation of an innovation committee as
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Chart 3. Examples of innovation management values, principles and practices
Flexibility to decide on one’s own work at BMW
«Great freedom and a stimulating environment for employees are important ingredients to innovation
management. This translates for instance into the introduction of a high degree of flexibility in working
times (in fact, there are over three hundred different working time schemes). Further, projects have been
allowed that were initially unknown to the management.» Burkhard Goschel, executive committee member,
BMW AG for Development and Purchasing.
A firm will by Procter&Gamble to adopt change based on innovation
«People have to be willing to come and see you with an idea. They need to know that you are going to
listen to them and that their idea has a real chance. They need to believe that you are ready to change
some of your own processes to give this idea a chance if it deserves it.» Gianni Ciserani, Brand Strategy,
Learning to listen to new ideas, November 2005.
Fostering problem-solving networks at Danone
Danone has developed a whole set of tools to assist managers in exchanging best practices and solutions to
problems in an informal way, such as sessions with simulations of leaving a bottle, a person asking for help
to specific solution providers, shirts with needs printed on them or the creation of a mock market where
donors and receptors meet with the aid of liaison people. The initiative has been so successful that the HR
department is thinking of how to extend it outside the company towards other areas together with specific
innovation tools. Source: Knowledge Management at Danone, case 9-608-107 at Harvard Bus. School,
2007 p. 8-11.
Developing specific tools at Metalquimia
«Six years ago, the company implemented a strategic innovation plan under the direct command of the
chief executive. A specific area for innovation was created with own production workshop facilities to
reduce conflict to a minimum. There is an innovation committee since 1998. It is key to tackle different
stages simultaneously to optimise the process and make headway towards a culture involving everybody in
the company.» Josep Lagares, director general of Metalquimia (Girona, Catalonia).
Management style stimulating people’s open-mindedness
«When someone comes with a problem they are asked to give not one but two possible solutions. If there is
only one there is usually a mental blockade towards the proposed solution. This is not the case when two
solutions are given.» Pilar Almagro, director general, Vertisub (Ripollet, Catalonia).
The role of the management facilitator at La Farga Lacambra
«Management needs to explain thoroughly its decisions on innovation. All proposals are answered. If an
idea is not accepted we tell the reason. People are most motivated by having their ideas acknowledged and
implemented. Management has to prevent a blockade of the process due to a big amount of obstacles ideas
encounter before being introduced into the market.» Oriol Guixà, CEO, La Farga Lacambra (Les Masies de
Voltregà, Catalonia).
the main governing body to manage the whole
process in the company. It is a body that should
be well represented by senior management but it
shall not be a replica of the board of directors in
order to avoid daily business issues to interfere
with innovation matters.
The innovation committee is to overlook the cor-
rect deployment of each stage of the process and
plays a paramount role in different aspects such
as approving the innovation project and initiative
portfolio, the allocation of resources to projects,
the link between strategy and capture of ideas,
process follow-up and evaluation and especially
progress towards an innovating culture. As the
main sponsor of innovation it looks after the
modification of basic processes and management
systems (e.g. incentives) for innovation to make
progress. Without this committee, innovation
would progressively fall prey to multiple potential
foes such as pressure by daily business, the ur-
gency to produce results, reluctance to change
and complacency.
Innovation is about a change
of perspective. Work needs to be
organised in a different way.
The second aspect is the operative unit to imple-
ment the innovation project or initiative. The
most commonly used formula has traditionally
been to nominate a senior executive to take
charge of it. By now the evolution has moved to-
wards different patterns according to the attribu-
tions and the authority of the head of project. The
project coordinator is quite a widespread figure
who has to seek support from different depart-
ments needed to carry out the project. The more
complex the project, the more necessary high
ranks will become to coordinate activities hori-
zontally and to integrate objectives. This leads us
to the convenience of implementing innovation
project teams. The teams need somebody who is
clearly in charge and whose authority has posi-
tive effects on the organisation’s operation and
good progress of the projects.9 It is important that
teams report to a general instance such as the in-
novation committee and not to an executive di-
rector since this could create an imbalance in pri-
orities when leading the project. Good project
management implementation has strong cultural
implications that go beyond the tangible results
the projects may produce.
Providing innovation with continuity requires
some rules of procedure. This is a document
containing the rules and basic tasks of all new
functions for spearheading innovation (innova-
tion committee, project teams, heads of project,
units facilitating resources, idea manager, etc.).
A useful tool to clarify responsibilities of differ-
ent players in the process of change brought
about by innovation is the table of responsibili-
ties10 that contains the agreements reached as to
what kind of authority different players have in
relation to different decisions to be taken. This
tool is also known as RASCI or RACI (Responsi-
ble, Accountable, Supportive, Consulted, In-
formed) model.
One last important organisational aspect is to
carefully select the criteria that are to guide the
implementation of organisational changes. A key
aspect is the alignment of supporting elements
with the organisation to be innovated. Four as-
pects need to be put together to lead progress to
a given new working method in an orderly man-
ner: accountability structure, management sys-
tems, management style and employees and the
layout of their job. This means looking at how to
modify the systems to allocate resources, infor-
mation, incentives and developing capacities to
assist in the change of mentality required by in-
novation. After all, what is stated is that moving
to an innovating culture requires implementing
at the same time a pattern as well as some or-
ganisational principles and practices to innovate.
These are three aspects of one same reality:
management responsibilities to make our com-
panies and organisations more innovating. There
are not many alternatives if we want to progress
successfully and keep our current living stan-
dard.
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Conclusions
Heading towards an innovating culture is, despite
its big challenges, an unavoidable task to most
senior management teams. Good innovation
management requires:
 Incorporating progressively specific values,
principles and practices to foster innovation,
which are very different from current culture in
many companies.
 Innovating methodically, which means imple-
menting an orderly procedure to bind matters
that are highly relevant to the company, by cap-
turing creative ideas that are to meet these chal-
lenges and by launching innovation projects or
initiatives.
 Developing organisational practices that foster
principles different from those guiding daily busi-
ness but also have to be taken on wholeheartedly
by people so they can make innovation and
everyday business compatible.
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